The Characters
Choose one of the following characters from the story Sunlight & Moonlight:

Sunlight

Moonlight

Queen

Hermit

Princess

Demon-Bear

Name a time in the story when you got to know the character better.

F It could be when the character responded in a certain way, or acted in a
certain way, or made an important decision.

@

I got to know ______________________________________
better when on page _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , ______________________________________

______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
F

Choose another character from Sunlight & Moonlight. Name a time when
you got to know that character better, too.

@

I got to know ______________________________________
better when on page _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , ______________________________________

______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
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The Setting
A setting is when and where a story takes place.
(The word "setting" can describe where everything in a story takes place–such
as Tibet for the story Sunlight & Moonlight–or it can refer to specific scenes.)

seems real when it's described so well that you–
F Aassetting
the reader–feel as if you were actually there.
Choose one of the following settings from the story Sunlight & Moonlight:
Sunlight & Moonlight's
palace home

the
desert

hermit's
cave

Khan's
palace

cave of the
demon-bears

Draw a picture of how you imagine that setting:

Pretend for a moment you are the author of Sunlight & Moonlight.

!

On a separate sheet of paper, describe the setting you drew above.
Describe it with enough detail so your readers will feel as if they are
actually there and will imagine the setting exactly as you do.
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Hidden Message
Unscramble each of the clue words. Copy the letters in the numbered cells
to other cells with the same number. Read the hidden message.

NOS
13

5

20

HKNA
15 23 11

GATO
3

14

DORO
12

9

4

24

17 25

22

TESRED
6

LIFFC
9

7

RYMRA
1

8

2

TEME
18 10

EB
21 16

Here is
the
message

1

2

14 15 16

3

4

12

5

6

7

17 18 19 20

8

9

10

11 12 13

21 22 23 24 25
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Escape from the Castle
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Hidden Answer
Question: What should anyone puzzle over puzzles?
To Discover the Answer: Find the words listed below in the box of letters.
The words may be listed forwards, backwards, or diagonally so look
carefully! When you are done, the answer will be revealed! (Don't worry
if there are extra letters at the end of the message-that's normal!)

C
C
E
N
I
G
M
N
T

M
R
L
M
A
Z
E
X
H

U
E
Y
P
C
N
N
D
I

R
A
T
T
A
B
T
B
N

D
T
I
E
O
R
H
U
K

N
I
N
U
R
G
E
Y
I

U
V
G
Z
I
C
R
T
N

N
E
O
Z
D
O
E
A
G

O
U
V
L
D
A
B
S
M

C
Z
E
E
L
D
R
H
D

E
C
I
V
E
D
A
E
P

P
Z
R
S
S
E
I
Q
M

CONUMDRUM

DEVICE

RIDDLES

CREATIVE

ENIGMA

SECRET

CRYTOGRAM

MAZE

THINKING
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Other Stories
with a Theme of Love & Friendship

Story Title: Janet and Tam Lin (Scotland)
Book: Wise Women: Folk Tales and Fairy Tales from Around the World
Author: Suzanne I. Barchers
Publisher: Libraries Unlimited, Inc., 1990
Page(s): 165-166
Synopsis: In the woods one day, Janet meets Tam Lim. They fall in love, but he is
under an enchantment from the fairies and will be sacrificed soon on Samhein Eve
(Halloween). Janet begs to find out how she can release him from the deadly spell.
He sighs-the only way is both difficult and dangerous. On the day of his sacrifice she
must grab onto him and hold on, no matter what happens. On Samhein Eve she waits
for the fairy procession, then springs out and throws her arms around Tam Lin. Instantly,
he transforms into a huge wolf with drooling fangs, then he changes into a hot glowing
metal statue, then into a freezing cold statue, and finally into a huge bat struggling to
get free. Somehow through the searing heat and cold and her own fear, she hangs on.
At last she hears the fairies screech and sees a brilliant flash. Tam Lin regains mortal
form and touches Janet's face in thanks.

Story Title: Damon and Pythias (Italy)
Book: The Book of Virtues
Author: William J. Bennett
Publisher: Simon and Shuster, 1993
Page(s): 306-308
Synopsis: Damon and Pythias are the best of friends. Pythias is arrested for having
spoken out against the ruler of Syracuse, who promptly sentences Pythias to death for
treason. When t young man asks to be released for a few days to say goodbye to his
wife and children and settle his affairs, the ruler laughs- why should he be so foolish
as to let the prisoner go? Damon offers to be the prisoner in his friend's stead until
Pythias returns. The ruler agrees, adding that if Pythias does not return, then Damon
will be executed in his place. So Damon is jailed and Pythias returns home. Days
pass, but Pythias does not return. On the day of execution, Damon is led from prison
to the executioner. Still, he does not seem worried. Suddenly Pythias stumbles in,
pale and exhausted. He had suffered a shipwreck and bandits and made it just in time.
The ruler is impressed with the true friendship shown between the two men and grants
both of them their freedom.
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Other Stories
with a Theme of Love & Friendship
Story Title: Brothers (Israel)
Book: Brothers
Author: Florence B. Freedman
Publisher: Harper & Row Publishers, 1985
Web site: www.storiestogrowby.com/stories/brothers.html
Synopsis: When their father dies, Dan and Joel share his land. As the years pass,
Joel marries and has a family while Dan stays single. One year no rains fall and the wheat
dries up. At night, Joel worries. Is it fair that they should share the land equally when his
brother will have no sons to care for him in his old age? Joel scoops up grain from the barn
and secretly takes it to his brother's barn. Meanwhile, Dan, too, is lies awake, worried. Is it
fair that they should share the land equally when his brother has so many more mouths to feed?
He, too, scoops up grain from his barn and secretly takes it to Joel's barn. In the morning,
both brothers are amazed to see the wheat supply unchanged in their barns. Two more nights
pass like this. On the third night they meet halfway. The brothers embrace.

Story Title: Savitri and Satyavan (India)
Book: Seasons of Splendour: Tales, Myths, and Legends of India
Author: Madhur Jaffrey
Publisher: Pavilion Books, London, 1985
Pages: 10-15
Synopsis: Princess Savitri travels far and wide to find an honest and decent man to marry.
She marries Satyavan, a poor woodcutter who takes care of his old blind parents. On her
wedding day, she learns her groom is fated to die in one year. Yet when the inevitable happens,
she follows the King of the Underworld and pesters him until her husband is returned to her.

Story Title: The Girl and the Puma (Argentina)
Book: Folk Tales of South America
Author: Shirlee P. Newman
Publisher: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., New York, 1962
Synopsis: (Legend) Maldonado, a 15-year-old Spanish girl, lives in a settlement
surrounded by hostile Native Americans. Food is running out. The captain of the settlement
refuses to allow anyone to leave. Nevertheless, Maldonado sneaks away to search for food.
Finding shelter in a cave, she hears a puma in distress-the animal is giving birth. Maldonado
helps the puma and, later, the newborn cubs. Before long, the girl is discovered by Native
Americans who are hunting in the woods; they take her back to their village and are kind to her.
Not long after that, the Spanish captain takes over the Native American village and Maldonado
is returned home. To punish her for disobeying orders, the captain orders her tied to a tree
and left. After three days, her family and friends sorrowfully seek her to bury her remains.
Much to their surprise Maldonado is still alive, still tied to the tree, having been protected and
fed by her friend, the puma.
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Prepare to Write a Story Review

Try the same thing with The Other Story You Know.
Name one of the
characters in The
Other Story You
Know:

Describe the character:
Is it a girl? a boy? a human? a magical creature?
Is the character kind? bossy? brave? nervous? funny?
____________________________________

_____________

____________________________________

_____________

Name one time in The Other Story You Know when you got to know the
character better.

@

I got to know ______________________________________
better when on page _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , ______________________________________

______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
Challenge! Can you name another time in the story when you got to know
the same character better?

@

I also got to know ______________________________________
better when on page _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , ______________________________________

______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
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Prepare to Write a Story Review

Try the same thing with The Other Story You Know.
Choose one of the settings from that story: ___________________________.
Draw a picture of how you imagine the setting:

Pretend for a moment you are the author of The Other Story You Know.

!

On a separate sheet of paper, describe the setting you drew
above with enough detail so your readers will imagine
it exactly as you do.

t Compare t
Consider the two settings you drew on these two pages.
Which one was more interesting?

I thought the setting of
@
was more interesting because

______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
5
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Write a Better Play
Can you re-write one of the scenes to improve the play?
Ideas: Re-write a scene to make it :
} funnier
} more interesting
} less confusing
} more surprising
Page or pages where that scene is found in the play: _________

@

Re-Write the Scene Here:
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Write a Better Play
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Reading Comprehension Questions
Circle the correct answer
Question 1
Long ago in Tibet, there lived a handsome prince named Sunlight.
Sunlight lived in a splendid palace with his father the Khan, the ruler of
the land. Sunlight's mother had died when he was a baby. Years later,
when the boy grew into a young man, Sunlight's father married again.
After that, Sunlight lived in the palace with his stepmother, the queen,
along with her son, a lad named Moonlight.
Which sentence can be supported with evidence from the passage?
A. In Tibet, the palaces are more splendid than in other lands.
B. When he was a boy, Sunlight did not have a mother.
C. The new queen changed the name of her son to Moonlight
so his name would be similar to Sunlight's.
D. At first, Sunlight was not happy that another boy was moving
into the palace.

Question 2
"It is your son," whispered the wicked woman. "Sunlight has
worked an evil charm upon me. I shall die this very night if I do not
drink the blood from his heart!"
"The queen," the Khan thought to himself, "must be out of her
mind; I have to humor her. Already I've given my kingly word which
must not be broken. I will have a goat killed instead, and its heart
given to her. When she is well again, she will be as glad as I that
I deceived her in this way!"
What is the best title for this passage?
A. "Recipes for Dinner with Heart's Blood"
B. "Evil Charms and How to Avoid Them"
C. "The Innocent Goat: In the Wrong Place at the Wrong Time"
D. "The Queen's Evil Plan"
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Reading Comprehension Questions, continued
Circle the correct answer
Question 3
Moonlight, however, was like one struck dumb with surprise
and fear. He had indeed heart part of the conversation between the
Khan and his mother, the queen. The two had been talking loudly
as he had approached their door. As soon as he had recovered
from the shock of his discovery, he ran to find Sunlight.
What is meant when it is said that Moonlight was "like one struck
dumb with surprise and fear"?
A. Moonlight was so suprised and afraid he could not speak.
B. Moonlight was known to be not as smart as Sunlight.
C. When the Khan rushed by the boy, he accidentally struck
Moonlight in the face.
D. Moonlight was afraid the Khan would strike him for overhearing
the conversation with the queen.

Question 4
Not until the captain had gone far over the desert on their way
to the Khan's palace did he remember that he had been told there
were two boys living with the hermit. He stopped abruptly. Wheeling
his horse around, he gave orders that the troop should return at once
to the old man's cave. Sunlight's heart sank.
Why did Sunlight's heart sink?
A. He knew that the delay would only make the journey in the hot
sun longer.
B. He was afraid that if his brother came long with him, the princess
might fall in love with him instead.
C. He was afraid that the captain was going to take him back home,
where the queen would try to kill him again.
D. He had hoped that at least his brother would escape capture
by the soldiers.
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Reading Comprehension Questions, continued
Circle the correct answer
Question 5
The princess quickly inquired who the lad might be. She learned
he was a strange young man condemned, because of the prophecy,
to be thrown to the demon-bears the very next day. She rushed to
her father, the Khan.
Kneeling before him, she begged him to spare the life of this
fair young stranger.
Why did the princess beg her father to save the life of the stranger?
A. She would rather save the life of a strange young man than to
follow a prophecy.
B. She wanted the prophecy to come true because then her father
would lose his throne and she might become queen.
C. She thought the strange young man might have a handsome
brother who would be a good match for her sister.
D. She wanted to meet the demon-bears.

Question 6
Once freed, the princess went back to her father, who was
overcome with sorrow and regret now that his anger had cooled.
Why does her father feel sorrow and regret?
A. He is sorry that Sunlight's brother, Moonlight, wasn't captured and
may still pose a threat to his throne.
B. He is sorry he didn't get to see the cave of the demon-bears himself.
C. He is the sort of person who quickly gets angry, then feels sorry
later for what he said.
D. He is sorry that his daughter escaped from the punishment he
had ordered for her.
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Sequence of Events
Circle the correct answer
Story Timeline:
Box 1

Box 2

The queen tells her husband
the only cure for her illness
will be if she drinks the blood
from Sunlight's heart.

The two lads slip quietly from
the palace and venture out
into the desert.

Box 3

Box 4

Question A
Which of these events belongs
in Box 3?
1) Moonlight overhears what
the Khan promises his
mother.
2) When Sunlight becomes a
young man, his father marries
again.
3) Soldiers pound on the red
door of the hermit's cave.

The demon-bears are
impressed with how much
Sunlight and the princess
care for each other.

4) Once freed, the princess
returns to her father, and he
is sorry he sent her to the
demon-bears.

Box 5

Question B
Which of these events belongs in Box 5?
1) Pointing to the princess, the Khan cries, "Take her away!"
2) Sunlight and the princess catch a glimpse of each other.
3) The Khan gives his crown of his own free will to Sunlight.
4) Sunlight tells the soldier that his own dear brother was buried that day.
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